Action/Opinion Resolution: Dish Drying Rack
Sponsors: Madylynn Hanson

Recognizing: Clyce Hall has heavy kitchen traffic and with heavy kitchen traffic comes a large dish load. Necessary sink and counter spaces are being used to dry dishes and pans, leading students to request a dish rack to greatly reduce this issue,

Believing: A drying rack would allow students to keep their kitchen clean and organized and avoid unwanted clutter by allotting a particular place for dishes,

Be it Resolved: Student Assembly will purchase a dish drying rack to be installed to the left of the Clyce Hall kitchen sink, as per the details below:

Details:

Kitsure Dish Drying Rack- Space-Saving Dish Rack, Dish Racks for Kitchen Counter, Durable Stainless Steel Kitchen Drying Rack with a Cutlery Holder, Black $22.99
= $24.51 (estimated total with tax)
